
T
he classic Bear books, written by
Martin Waddell and illustrated by
Barbara Firth, have enchanted

more than 4 million parents and children
since Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear? was
published in 1992. The Times (London)
called it “the most perfect picture 
book ever written or illustrated.” Good
Job, Little Bear (Candlewick Press), the
fourth picture book to feature Little
Bear and Big Bear, captures with
trademark warmth the love and support
parents lavish on their independent-
minded offspring. 

What inspired the latest installment
in a collaboration Publishers Weekly
called, “a match made in picture book
heaven”? Author Waddell says the “extra
ingredient” in this book was the “idea of
a time when a child who has been fully
protected suddenly strikes out on his
own—how difficult it is to stand back
and watch that child do something that
might be dangerous.” 

What most impressed Barbara Firth
about the story was “dear old Big 
Bear. He’s so anxious, but he’s also 
much too wise to
interfere as Little 
Bear learns about
life.” Indeed, Big Bear
wears his anxiety on
his sleeve in Firth’s
poignant illustrations,
as intrepid Little Bear
scales rocks and
bounces on branches
but wisdom wins out in the end. 

Wisdom abounds in these tender
stories. Whether the books encourage
and reassure (Good Job, Little Bear),
address a child’s fear of the dark or the
unknown (Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear?
and Let’s Go Home, Little Bear) or issue a
gentle reminder to parents to make time
to play (You and Me, Little Bear), they
masterfully evoke the great big world of
a little bear and his patient dad.

“I BECAME MR. MOM”

Waddell says the book that started it all,
the award-winning Can’t You Sleep, Little
Bear?, was a very special one for him. “A
lot of love went into its making, in my
case the love of my own children.”
Seriously injured when a bomb exploded

three feet away inside a church in
Northern Ireland, Waddell, who until
then had been a successful author of
thrillers for adults, suffered from total
body shock and subsequently stayed
home to look after his small children

while his wife went to work. 
“The writing part of me died for 

a time,” he says. “I became Mr. Mom. 
It gave me several
years of intensive
dealings with 4-, 5-,
and 6-year-olds. I 
love the children
dearly, but at the
time, looking after
them was grueling. I
like to think I was as
patient as the father

in the Little Bear books in those years
when I was trying to write again, but I
wasn’t.” But Waddell was, he admits,
“sitting on an absolute egg of
experience,” one that would eventually
nourish Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear? and
other unforgettable children’s books.

“BIG” AND “SMALL”

Initially at least, Waddell didn’t want to
do a second book about the bears
because, he says, “I felt that Can’t You
Sleep, Little Bear? was as near to being
‘right’ as I was ever likely to get. I know
Barbara Firth felt the same way about it.
But then a story came to me about ‘Big’
and ‘Small’ who walked in a wood and
heard noises. Small was scared and Big
kept comforting him. 

“The story was a natural one for me
because I walked my children in a pine
forest on the slopes of the Northern
Ireland Mountains of Mourne, and I had
walked there myself as a child with my
mother and father. I remember scaring
myself at dusk by my imaginings as we
moved through the dark trees by the
Glen River.

I wrote the story. And somebody
said, ‘It’s the Bears, isn’t it? ‘No!’ I said,
but I knew that it was, and so I rewrote
the story and it worked.” 

“PAGES AND PAGES OF BEARS”

Barbara Firth, for her part, has always
enjoyed illustrating natural history. “It
was a pleasure,” she says, “to be able to
draw pages and pages of bears.” As part
of her research for Can’t You Sleep, Little
Bear?, Firth spent hours at a zoo,
carefully watching and recording the
movements and habits of bears. “And I
love snowy woods,” she says, “especially
as evening falls, and I was so pleased to
have the chance to let Big Bear and Little
Bear crunch through them once more in
Let’s Go Home, Little Bear.”

Waddell says he’s not like other
writers, who might deliver a manuscript
completely ready for editing. “Even after
the illustrations start to come in, I
continue to shape the text as needed. My
job is to cut the words. When the artist
has done his or her job correctly, a lot of
energy is transferred to the pictures, and
you read the pictures.” 

“The artist takes the book over,”
Waddell says. “And I mustn’t interfere
with that. My books are written for that
special island of time at the end of the
day. And if books achieve the effect
they’re meant to achieve, they become
the equivalent of a child’s ‘cuddly.’”
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